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Overview 

In the UK, coffee consumption is significant with around 95 millions cups of coffee per day 

(Coffee Business Intelligence) . The coffee industry is one of the leading sectors in the 

United Kingdom, with firms in the sector constantly innovating and adapting to gain a 

competitive edge. 

 In this report, we will be splitting the coffee industry into two parts: home consumption 

and physical coffee outlets.  

• Firstly, we will unpack different trends and analyse behaviour of individuals who 

consume coffee at home 

• Next, we will explore how coffee chains of varying size have coped with lockdowns 

and changes in consumer spending patterns 

• We will conclude the report with a brief summary and our outlook on the next few 

months for the coffee industry.  

Spending in UK coffee shop chains is forecast to reach £4.5bn by 2024 

(The Guardian)  
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Home Consumption  
  
Our relationship with food and drink has changed drastically since the Covid-19 

pandemic hit; despite a brief recovery in the summer months, the situation hasn’t fully 

recovered. Many experts predict that only from the spring of 2021 will it be possible to 

evaluate the overall effects of the pandemic and return to pre-covid levels. 

As for coffee consumption, while the pandemic has dented consumption in restaurants 

and cafes, home consumption has surged. In recent months, figures have shown an 

increase in the sales of coffee and coffee machines for the home. Amid concerns about 

struggling supply chains, around one in four people reported stockpiling coffee to avoid 

running out (The Barista). It is interesting to observe the greater attention to quality and 

demand for selected blends, with the aim of reproducing the same quality of coffee as in 

coffee shops. 

In 2019, before the pandemic, coffee consumption in Europe recorded a growth in value 

of 2.1%, by comparison with 3.8% in North America and 7% in Asia (Coffee Business 

Intelligence) . At the end of 2020, it is predicted that the sales of coffee away from home in 

Europe will record a sharp decrease (-56.1%). There was a significant shift to brewing 

coffee at home, either because more people worked from home, or because they felt 

uncomfortable going out to buy coffee during the early months of this pandemic. 

In the UK, grocery retailers sold £24m more tea and coffee in June 2020 than the same 

period in 2019 according to market analysts Kantar (World Coffee Portal). The growing 

symbiosis between out-of-home brands and at-home equivalents has also been observed 

by Phil Smith, Head of Category Insight at UCC Coffee UK & Ireland. Smith, who has been 

analysing coffee trends in the UK & Ireland for more than 16 years, reports home sales of 

roast & ground coffee surged 30-50% at the height of the pandemic in the UK (World 

Coffee Portal).  

The growing diversity and sophistication of at-home coffee products indicates a deeper 

shift in the way coffee is perceived, sold and consumed globally. This shows that coffee 

drinkers are willing to spend significant amounts of money to improve the quality of the 

coffee they drink at home.  
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However, some coffee drinkers still seek convenience, despite having more time at home. 

Sales of bulk cold brew and iced lattes rose by more than 100% throughout the first few 

months of the pandemic, and recent forecasts show that the ready-to-drink (RTD) coffee 

market is expected to keep increasing.  

Only at the end of 2022 should the values of coffee consumption outside the home return 

to pre-pandemic levels. Meanwhile, it is safe to say that the relationship that coffee 

drinkers have with at-home consumption has changed forever. This provides an immense 

global opportunity for capsule companies and coffee subscription services to thrive.   
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Physical Coffee Outlets 

Main Trends  

• While the majority of physical outlets were forced to close, coffee stores with an 

online presence have been able to offset some of their financial losses. 

(Perfectdailygrind)  

◦  Stumptown Coffee Roasters, an American chain with an online store, have 

achieved 250% growth in online sales in April 2020.  

◦ Cafe Velo, located in Ireland has experienced a 1200% growth in online 

sales between April 2019 and April 2020.  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• Consumers’ waiting preferences adapted to the new SOP regulations 

(Globaldata.com):  

 

◦ The pandemic has drastically edged consumers’ towards preferring 

efficiency over quality.  

▪ 53% of consumers were happy to use only cashless payment 

options in coffee shops  

▪ 41% of consumers would be deterred by a coffee shops with a line 

of 5 or longer  

◦ Many coffee chains are now investing pre-order, click & collect and delivery 

to increase convenience for consumers and reduce the contact time 

between people.  

• Cafes and consumer confidence about UK economy Allegra World Coffee 

Portal):  

◦ 86% of cafes believe the pandemic will alter the way they run their business 

in the future.  

◦ In May 2020, the consumer confidence index was recorded at -36, close to 

the all time record of -39 recorded during the 2008 financial crisis.  

◦ Lockdown is set to put UK consumers in 6 billion pounds of debt which will 

drastically affect spending power.  

• London’s importance to the coffee industry:  

 

◦ Many businesses with locations in the ‘City of London’ are considering 

permanent closure as high rents and operations costs, coupled with the fact 

that coffee machines have been effective for 2-3 months will have a major 

impact on their business.  (Analyst firm, Springboard) 

◦ The drop in working people and tourism has caused the number of 

consumers in London to drop by more than half since last year. (Analyst 

firm, Springboard) 
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◦ Commuter town and suburbs are benefitting from this as a report showed 

that Pret sales in places such as Tunbridge Wells are only down 12% pre 

covid levels whilst the Pret chain as a whole is down 50%. (The Guardian)  

◦ CEO at Ozone, wholesaler for coffee, reported to The Guardian that its 

independent coffee shop clients outside London have survived better than 

those in the capital. 

• The importance of maintaining sustainability to consumers (Allegra World 

Coffee Portal):  

◦ 75% of consumers believed it was important for cafes to remain transparent 

about their coffee sourcing practices.  

◦ Less than 10% of industry leaders expect consumers to place a reduced 

importance on sustainability after the pandemic.  

The specialist coffee and tea shop market is forecast to shrink 12% this year  
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Strategies employed 

Response to coronavirus from still-open cafes & coffee shops - UK, 2020 
(Percentage of respondents) 

 

(Fig: Allegra World Coffee Portal, 2020) 

• Looking at the industry as a whole, physical coffee shops have taken a massive hit 

with Cotsa Coffee and Pret cutting 1,650 and 3,000 roles respectively (The 

Guardian, 2020).   

• Many chains have diversified using digital platforms such as Uber Eats and 

Deliveroo 

◦ Uber Eats has seen a 149% increase in coffee delivery services on their 

platform since the UK went into lockdown (International Communicaffe, 

2020). Caffe Nero partnered with the platform in May 2020 and Starbucks 

did so earlier in 2019.   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◦ Starbucks is focusing on its digital touchpoints like mobile orders and 

Starbucks loyalty programs. In light of the pandemic, they allows loyal 

customers to play games on the app in order to earn loyalty points and 

have delayed the expiration dates for all stars. The third quarter saw 

significant acceleration in the number of customers who downloaded the 

Starbucks App and joined Starbucks Rewards, totalling three million in the 

quarter, and up 17% from Q2. Almost 90% of sales volumes in Q3 flowed 

through a combo of drive through and mobile order-and-pay service. 

(WARC, 2020) 

• Pret has also launched a subscription scheme that charges £20 a month for 

unlimited coffee in Sep 2020 called YourPret.  

◦ YourPret coffee subscription service saw 16,500 people subscribe on the 

day of their launch, vastly exceeding their projected subscriptions of 

around 2,000-3,000 (Big Hospitality, 2020). 

◦ The early success of this scheme has seen other companies follow suit, with 

LEON also starting their very own coffee subscription at £15 a month. 

• Panera Bread has a similar coffee subscription scheme, MyPanera+, which also 

boasts unlimited coffee for $8.99 a month. As this was started in the US in February 

2020, there’s been a larger window of time to study the effect and provide lessons 

for companies in the UK trying to replicate the model:  

◦ Over the year, the subscription service has amassed around 500,000 

customers with 35% of the subscribers being new customers (Restaurant 

Business, 2020). 

◦ In addition, the coffee subscription service also boosts food sales, as 30% of 

all coffee orders have been ordered with food items (Restaurant Business, 

2020). 

◦ Expansion: Panera bread’s idea of expanding on this strategy includes 

diversifying the coffee menu and giving customers more choice. It has 

recently also come up with a gifting subscription service where one can gift 

two-three months of MyPanera+ at a discounted price. 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• Independent coffee shops have fared a little bit better than larger chains as a 

result of two factors. 

◦ Agility in their operations allows them to diversify with more ease; For 

example small cafes have switched up by setting up tables outdoors and 

selling takeaways from there or by changing the menu to include more 

leisurely treats rather than meals. More specifically, F Mondays in South 

London has started selling grocery alongside coffee. 

◦ Consumer culture of supporting local small businesses; Ozone, a small 

independent coffee bean supplier and coffee shop, has seen consumers 

frequent more often as a result of this trend. 

◦ However, even amongst this group, coffee shops that also sell coffee 

bags online have secured their sales the most through this channel as the 

sale of coffee beans and filter coffee has increased 17% between May to 

July 2020 (Guardian, 2020).  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Conclusion 

 

 

ReShape Co.’s Outlook 
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• Even once the pandemic subsides, there is likely to be an extended period where 

disposable income and consumer confidence will remain low, which will continue to 

hamper the coffee industry.  

• More leisure time at home may enable consumers to purchase small quantities of luxury/

specialty coffees to experiment with their preferences. Covid has changed our relationship 

with work and as a result an increasing number of people will invest in a coffee set-up at 

home 

• The pandemic has forced the market to shift from favouring quality coffee and experiences 

to efficiency and convenience drastically changing how many businesses, especially 

specialty cafes, from operating.  

• Many small independent and local coffee shops may be forced to expand their operations 

beyond being a cafe in order to survive the long term impact of the pandemic.  
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With consumers spending more time at home, we believe that they will look for bespoke, luxury 

coffee experiences. We expect businesses in these niches to use the pandemic to their 

advantage to grow their consumer base. While positive vaccine news has ignited hope for the 

future, we are still uncertain when masses of workers will return to offices in the UK and other 

developed markets. Until then, chains must continue to engage digitally with consumers and 

bring them out of their homes. While subscription schemes have been fantastic for consumer 

uptake and publicity, the results on profitability are not as positive. We see an imminent danger 

of a price-war emerging in the industry with the largest players, such as Starbucks and Pret, best 

poised to compete with other smaller chains. 
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Resources  

• Perfectdailygrind.com: https://perfectdailygrind.com/2020/05/how-covid-19-

continues-to-impact-coffee-shops-worldwide/ 

• Worldcoffeeportal.com: https://www.worldcoffeeportal.com/Latest/

InsightAnalysis/2020/July/Finding-the-way-forward-Covid-19-and-the-UK-coffee 

• The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/sep/04/from-cool-

beans-to-has-beens-the-covid-threat-to-britains-coffee-shops 

• Globaldata.com https://www.globaldata.com/uk-coffee-tea-sector-sees-1-2bn-

downwards-revision-2020-due-covid-19-risking-collapse-cosy-coffee-culture-says-

globaldata/ 

• Caffeine kick: UK coffee lovers will spend more than £4bn this year | Business | The 

Guardian 

• Europe post-pandemic and the future of coffee away from home - CoffeeBI | 

Coffee Business Intelligence 

• Serving Coffee During Covid | Mobile Coffee Bars | The Barista
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This article was written by Veer Abrol (veerabrol.reshape@gmail.com), Bryan Soo 
(bryansoo.reshape@gmail.com), Prerna Sharma (sharmaprerna.reshape@gmail.com) and Karan 
Mishra (karanmishra.reshape@gmail.com)  

Get in touch with our research team: insights.reshape@gmail.com
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